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1QCY20 Results Review FBMKLCI 1,473.25  

Preliminary Review Target 1,406.00 ↓ 
By Koh Huat Soon / hskoh@kenanga.com.my  

 

With financial results from 54 more companies out of the 138 that we cover yet to be 
released (due to the automatic one-month deadline-extension to June as allowed by 
Bursa Malaysia in consideration of MCO-related disruptions), the prognosis based on 
the 84 announced earnings results thus far does not look encouraging. Out of these 84 
companies following reviews, earnings downgrades overwhelmed upgrades by a ratio of 
4 to 1. It would be safe to say for now that by the end of June when the remaining 
results are released, FY20E EPS of the FBMKLCI would be reduced by at least 7% to 78.5 
sen and by 8% to 88.4 sen for FY21E EPS. These figures pale in comparison with FY19 EPS 
of 95.2 sen. For now, our end-2021 target for the FBMKLCI is reduced from 1,439 to 
1,406. We shall finalise the target upon the completion of the earnings season by end 
June. 

 

 

Deep cuts to several FBMKLCI constituents’ FY20 EPS: As at end of May, 84 out of 138 companies in our 
research coverage have announced their results. So far, 40 (48%) came in within, 34 (40%) below, and 10 
(12%) above, our expectations. Of the 26 FBMKLCI component stocks that have announced results, 9 
(35%) were within, 13 (50%) below and only 4 (15%) were above. 13 of the FBMKLCI components’ 
forecast earnings were slashed, some severely while only 3 were raised. Notable severe cuts were CIMB 
(-28%), AXIATA (-25%), SIMEPLT (-34%), PETDAG (-48%), GENTING (-40%), GENM (-39%) and AIRPORT (-
68%) which outweighed upgrades in MISC (+32%), HARTA (+56%) and TOPGLOV (+103%). 

Downgrades overwhelmed upgrades 4 to 1: Of the 84 stocks that have announced results, the team 
have cut forecasts for 43 stocks with just 11 upgrades (where rubber gloves stood out as the only one 
sector where all stocks’ earnings were raised). Sectors for which results are glaringly missing as at 31 May 
are automotive (only 2 of 6 announced), building materials (none of 4), construction (3 of 10), property 
(5 of 12) and technology (2 of 6). Those that have made the results announcements are rubber gloves (4 
of 4), sin (3 of 3) and telecommunications (5 of 5). 

Sectors where there were overwhelming cuts in EPS are as below: 

Sector Number 
of stocks 

Number 
released 

FY20 EPS revisions Against KNK’s expectations 

Remain Reduced Raised Within Below Above 

Plantation 13 9 1 8 0 1 8 0 

Oil & Gas 14 12 5 6 1 6 5 1 

Gaming 4 3 0 3 0 1 2 0 

Media 4 3 0 3 0 0 3 0 

Property 12 5 0 5 0 0 5 0 

Sin 3 3 0 3 0 0 3 0 

 

The sector where earnings upgrades were overwhelming: 

Sector Number 
of stocks 

Number 
released 

FY20 EPS revisions Against KNK’s expectations 

Remain Reduced Raised Within Below Above 

Rubber 
Gloves 

4 4 0 0 4 1 1 2 
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Rubber gloves was the only sector where all the good stars are aligned, which saw broad-based 
earnings upgrades post-results on the back of higher ASP, sales volume and lower raw material costs 
guided for the quarters ahead. SUPERMX well exceeded our expectation as we had underestimated the 
superior margins enjoyed by its OBM distribution model.  

Financials came in within expectations so far: Out of the 14 financial stocks that we cover, 11 have 
released their results. Only ABMB, AMBANK and MBSB have yet to make the announcements. Of the 11, 
6 were within, 2 below and 3 above. We cut earnings estimates for 4 stocks and raised estimate for only 
1 stock. Among larger banks, CIMB grossly missed expectations on higher credit cost (which management 
guided may sustain for the rest of this year) while the others were within. For the sector, modification 
losses should surface in the June quarter and credit costs seen creeping up as the year progresses. 
Earnings were mostly downgraded on higher credit charge, more severe NIM compression and concerns 
over asset quality issues post moratorium. 

Telcos reported mixed results: 3 performed within while AXIATA and TM missed. A noticeable trend 
common to all is the continued migration of prepaid to postpaid with rather muted subscriber net 
additions. ARPU trends were flat to negative reflecting the impact of a slowing economy amid keen 
competitive pressures. Sector is downgraded to NEUTRAL, and earnings estimates were downgraded for 
AXIATA, TM and MAXIS while maintained for the others. 

REITs came in mostly within expectations. FY20-21 earnings were already earlier cut on expectations of 
rental support/rebates for tenants. Hence, this round of forecasts was mostly intact except for CMMT as 
its situation was more dire than expected, requiring larger cuts in occupancy rates assumptions, and 
lower-than-expected rental reversions. 

Gaming is headed for a second consecutive quarter of disappointment as GENM (reported a core net 
loss of RM48m) and GENTING suffered initial lockdown impacts on their casinos that were far worse than 
expected while associate Empire posted deeper losses on higher refinancing costs. This sector saw heavy 
downgrade in earnings estimates so far ranging between 20% - 40% for FY20 and 8% - 12% for FY21. 

The sectors that saw the most downgrades and some of the deepest cuts in earnings estimates were 
Plantations and O&G. Plantations disappointed on a combination of lower-than-expected FFB output 
and lower-than-expected CPO price achieved. Average CPO price for FY20-21 have been reduced to 
RM2,300-2,400 from RM2,550. For O&G, almost all the disappointments were due to the oil price crash 
and Covid-19 which led to projects deferments and supply/operational chain disruptions. Of concern is 
the rising frequency of asset impairments to address the industry downcycle which may sustain into the 
next quarter. This bears close watching especially on how this might weigh on the highly geared and less 
solvent players. 

Our year-end target for the FBMKLCI is cut to 1,406 from 1,439: Based on revisions to earnings forecasts 
for KLCI stocks that have announced earnings so far, FY20E EPS has been reduced from 84.5 sen to 78.5 
sen and FY21E EPS from 96.6 sen to 88.4 sen. With 4 more constituents yet to announce results 
(TENAGA, IHH, AMBANK and PMETAL), our preliminary end-2020 FBMKLCI target of 1,406 is arrived at by 
applying 15.9x to FY21 EPS of 88.4 sen where 15.9x is the mean 12-month forward PE multiple based on 
the FBMKLCI’s past 5-year history. We raised the PE multiple from 14.9x previously (2-SD below) to mean 
multiple now on grounds that the policy rate of 2.50% is a multi-year low which looks vulnerable to 
further cuts while the latest round of earnings downgrades are based on sufficiently conservative 
assumptions that make our forecasts more robust. 
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Stock Ratings are defined as follows: 

 
 
Stock Recommendations 

 
OUTPERFORM  : A particular stock’s Expected Total Return is MORE than 10%  

MARKET PERFORM : A particular stock’s Expected Total Return is WITHIN the range of -5% to 10% 

UNDERPERFORM : A particular stock’s Expected Total Return is LESS than -5% 

 
 
Sector Recommendations***  

 
OVERWEIGHT  : A particular sector’s Expected Total Return is MORE than 10%  

NEUTRAL  : A particular sector’s Expected Total Return is WITHIN the range of -5% to 10% 

UNDERWEIGHT  : A particular sector’s Expected Total Return is LESS than -5%  

 
 
 
***Sector recommendations are defined based on market capitalisation weighted average expected total return for 
stocks under our coverage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This document has been prepared for general circulation based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable but we do not make any 
representations as to its accuracy or completeness. Any recommendation contained in this document does not have regard to the specific investment 
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may read this document. This document is for the information of 
addressees only and is not to be taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by addressees. Kenanga Investment Bank Berhad accepts no liability 
whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or any solicitations of an offer to buy or sell any securities. 
Kenanga Investment Bank Berhad and its associates, their directors, and/or employees may have positions in, and may effect transactions in securities 
mentioned herein from time to time in the open market or otherwise, and may receive brokerage fees or act as principal or agent in dealings with 
respect to these companies. 
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